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We study the spectral properties of the magnetic Schro dinger operator with a
random potential. Using results from microlocal analysis and percolation, we show
that away from the Landau levels, the spectrum is almost surely pure point with (at
least) exponentially decaying eigenfunctions. Moreover, it is shown that the rate of
decay is proportional to - B.  1997 Academic Press
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we continue our study (see [W]) of the spectral properties
of the magnetic Schro dinger operator with a random potential defined on
L2(R2)
P|B, V=\Dx1+B2 x2+
2
+\Dx2&B2 x1+
2
+V |(x1 , x2),
where Dxj=(1i) xj , ( j=1, 2) and B>0 is a constant. (Note the change of
gauge from the previous paper [W].) Let v be a C0 function, the potential
V is defined as
V(x)= :
i # Z2
:i v(x&i)= :
i # Z2
:i vi (x),
where x=(x1 , x2), :=[:i]i # Z2 form a random field, i.e. a family of
random variables indexed by Z2 on a probability space (0, P). Note that
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we do not require v0, as in almost all other papers on localization. This
introduces extra complications, which are not just technical in nature. This
is why we bring in microlocal analysis in Sect. III. For technical simplicity
we assume that the :i are independently identically distributed with a
probability distribution which is absolutely continuous with respect to the
Lebesgue measure with density g. Hence we take 0 to be RZ2 and P the
product measure. Various ergodic properties of P|B, V have already been
mentioned in [W], therefore we do not repeat them here.
When V=0 it is well known that the Hamiltonian PB, 0 commutes with
magnetic translation operators (see e.g. [HS][W]). Consequently it has
eigenvalues *n=(2n+1)B (n # N) with infinite multiplicity. These are the
so called Landau levels. When V{0, the spectrum of P|B, V expands. The
Hamiltonian P|B, V is the Hamiltonian commonly used to study the integer
quantum Hall effect (IQHE). The IQHE can be seen as a new type of
quantization phenomenon observable only at low temperature. The novelty
(commonly accepted view) is that the quantization is brought on by the
presence of disorder. In our Hamiltonian, the disorder is modeled by the
random potential V=i # Z2 :i vi . Theories on the IQHE relies on crucial
conjectures on the spectrum of P|B, V , namely the existence of intervals of
pure point spectrum with localized eigenfunctions away from the Landau
levels and the delocalization of eigenfunctions as one approaches the
Landau levels and the delocalization of eigenfunctions as one approaches
the Landau levels. (See e.g. [BvESB][Ku]. For physics references, see e.g.
[GP][Ha].)
In this paper, we prove the first part of the conjecture. The proof also
gives some insight for the second part of the conjecture. As our aim is also
to present a new scheme, under which certain types of localization results
can be proved, we have not tried to push to the limit our various estimates
since we do not want the technicalities to obscure our main points. Bearing
that in mind, we make the simplifying assumption that |:i |=O(1).
(Without loss of generality, we may then assume that the range of v is
included in [&1, 1].) We think, however, that our techniques developed in
this paper can be refined to study the case |:i |=O(B) and to prove
localization closer to the Landau levels.
Let Vmin , Vmax be the minimum and maximum of V: VminV|(x, y)
Vmax for all (x, y) # R2 and | # 0. We first need to know where the spec-
trum _(P|B, V) lies almost surely. Unfortunately there is no general theorem
on this. From the ergodic theorem, we only know that _(P|B, V) is almost
surely independent of | [Pa]. But it does no give any information on its
location. However in [W], we obtained an asymptotic expansion of the
density of states as a distribution. Since wherever the density of states is
positive, there is spectrum, it follows immediately from Theorem 1 of
[W] that for all c>0, n # N, there exists B0>0 such that for BB0>0,
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_(P|B, V) & [(2n+1)B+[Vmin ,&c] _ [c, Vmax]]{< and the possible
spectral gaps are of size at most O(B&) almost surely. (The upper bound
on the gap size O(B&) follows from the class of C0 functions f that we
are allowed to take in Theorem 1 of [W].)
The fundamental mechanism that we use to prove localization still
remains that of Fro hlichSpencer [FS]. To start the machinery one needs
to show that the Green’s function is small for some finite volume
Hamiltonian (see (1.2)) which high probability. Up till now, this has
usually led to the condition of large disorder or energies being in the tail
of the spectrum. These are the regions where one does not really need to
use the probability for the initial estimate ((L1) of Theorem 5.2). In the
sense that one has only used the probability dP to estimate, e.g. in the large
disorder case, for some 40/Zd, the probability of all [:i]i # 40 (40/Z
d ) to
be larger than the energy that we are interested in. (See e.g. [vDK].) So
in a sense, the localization results are so far for energies such that with
‘‘high probability’’ they are outside of the spectrum of the initial finite
volume operator. Classical mechanically, they correspond to ranges of
energies such that with high probability, there is no (equi-) energy curve
(surface), i.e. classical motion is forbidden.
In our proof, we use the probability in an essential way. For all z # R,
write z=E+(n+1)B with |E|B. The energy curve is the graph of V=E.
We are interested in z with VminEVmax . They are in the spectrum of
the finite volume operator with ‘‘high probability’’. There are always energy
curves present. Generally the energy curve consists of several disconnected
components. The main question is then to determine what is the ‘‘typical’’
size l0 of a connected component of the energy curve. Because if two points
x, y are such that |x&y|>l0 , then the finite volume Greens function
G4 (z; x, y) is small, provided z is not in the spectrum. This is due to the
fact that in order to reach y from x, one has to encounter classically forbid-
den regions (regions where there are no energy curves).
As it turns out, we can relate our problem to a percolation problem (see
Section IV). (For general references on percolation theory, see e.g. [Gr],)
In order to avoid technical complications so that we have a reasonable
map between our problem and an independent site percolation problem, we
make the assumption that supp v/B(0, r) with rr0<1. This leads to a
site percolation problem on the graph L=(Z2, E), where E consists of all
pairs of the form ((i, j ), (i $, j $ )), such that &(i, j )&(i $, j $)&l=1. In graph
theoretical terminology, Z2 is called the set of vertices and E the set of
edges. For all A # Z2, let VA=:A vA . We declare site (vertex) A open at
energy E with precision $ (0$|E| ) if there exists x # R2 such that
|VA (x)&E2|$2 and closed otherwise. (The factor 12 comes from the
topologygeometry of the support of v.) Clearly the probability p for a site
A to be open can be derived from the probability measure for :A . We are
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thus led to an independent site percolation problem. The open clusters C
are the connected components of the subgraph of L induced by the set of
open sites. The size |C| of a cluster is defined to be the number of sites
contained in it. It is a general result from percolation theory that there
exists pc such that for p<pc , there exists l0(p)< such that P( |C|l)
Ce&ll0(p). We call l0(p) the typical size of an open cluster. For p>pc , it is
known that there exists almost surely an infinite cluster.
Via the above definition of openness (closedness) of a site A, we have
mapped the problem of finding the typical size l0 of a connected component
of the energy curve to that of the problem of finding the typical size of an
open cluster in L. (We use the same letter l0 to denote both the typical size
of an open cluster and that of a connected component of an energy curve
when it is clear from the context which situation we are refering to.) The
probability p of a site being open is clearly a function of E. Hence the
typical size l0 is a function of E, l0=l0(E).
Let E\c be the energies such that the corresponding percolation prob-
ability p=pc . (See (4.2) for the precise definition.) With some mild
conditions on g (see (4.3)), we prove that there exist 0E+c <Vmax
and Vmin<E&c 0, such that for any n, all 0<E0<E0 where E0=
min(Vmax&E+c , E
&
c &Vmin), there exist a>0, B0>0 such that for B
B0>0, the spectrum in the intervals In=(Vmin , E&c &E0) _ (E
+
c +E0, Vmax)+
(2n+1)B is pure point. Moreover, if  is an eigenfunction associated
with the eigenvalue z in In , then there exists C>0, such that for all
x in R2,
|(x)|C e&a - B |x| (1.1)
almost surely.
On the other hand, in [W] we obtained the asymptotics on the density
of states, which proves in fact the Lifshitz tail behaviour [Li][PF][CL].
Using this, we believe that one can always prove the existence of pure point
spectrum with exponentially localized eigenfunctions at the edges of each
Landau band. (See e.g. [Kl] for a theorem of this type.)
The inverse of a=a(E) in (1.1) is bounded above by a constant times the
typical size of an open cluster of the corresponding percolation problem:
a(E)&1const l0(p(E)). As p  pc from below, it is conjectured (see
e.g. [Gr]) that l0(p)t |p&pc | &# with some universal critical exponent
#>0. This in turn implies that as E  E \c the localization length l0(E)=
(a(E) - B)&1(const- B) |E&E \c |&#$ with some ‘‘universal exponent’’
#$>0. (The word universal was put under quotes, because clearly #$
depends on the original probability distribution for :i .) This is indeed the
currently accepted physical theory. But since the conjecture on the critical
exponent for the percolation problem is not proved, we are not able to
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prove the exact way in which the localization length diverges either. All we
can say is that our mathematical theory is consistent with the physical
theory.
We would also like to point out that the critical energies E\c as com-
puted in (4.2) are not optimal. This can certainly be remedied by using a
more elaborate percolation problem. But if the conjecture of the univer-
sality of the critical exponent # is correct, then this inaccuracy in E\c
should not affect the way the localization length diverges, in other words
the critical exponent #$.
As an application of our general theorem, we now call to our attention
the special case where supp v/B(0, r) with rr0<1- 2. (This is the case
studied in [CH], where they also require that v0. See also [DMP] for
related results.) Here the graph L is replaced by L$ whose set of vertices
is Z2 and the set of edges is the set of pairs ((i, j ), (i, j\1)) and ((i, j ),
(i\1, j )) with (i, j ) # Z2. Clearly, L$/L. On L$ the critical site percola-
tion probability pc>0.5 (t0.6) [Ai] and hence we do not need to restrict
g. This can be interpreted as saying that almost surely all connected com-
ponents of (non-zero) energy curves are finite in length (see Sect. IV). In
this case, E\c =0. Delocalization can be seen as brought on by the initial
infinite degeneracy of the Landau levels and the existence of infinitely many
regions where the potential remains close to zero even when the random
parameters are non-zero. This is manifested by the lack of control over the
density of states (see Proposition 3.1). We suspect that the way the
localization length diverges in this case is different (possibly non-universal).
For any n, all 0<E0<E0 , let z=(2n+1)B+E with dist(E, [E&c , E
+
c ])
E0>0. Let l0(E)(<) be the typical size of a connected component of the
energy curve. We take our bounded region to be 4/Z2, a square of length
2l with l>l0 . Let V4=i # 4 :i v(x&i). We take the finite volume operator
to be
P4=\Dx1+B2 x2+
2
+\Dx2&B2 x1+
2
+V4 (x1 , x2). (1.2)
Note that V4 is a relatively compact perturbation. Away from the Landau
levels, the spectrum is discrete. In order to use the Fro hlichSpencer
theorem (Theorem 5.2), we need to show that G4 (z; x, y) decays for
|x&y|>l0 and z not in the spectrum of P4 . By using weighted estimates
and localize to the n th Landau level with the projector 6n , we prove in
Sect. II that for all 0<E0<E0 , there exists B0>0, such that for BB0>0
and |x&y|>l0
|G4(z; x, y)|Ce&= - B |x&y| (1.3)
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for some =>0. The key observation here is that the commutator [6n , V] has
small operator norm. This enables us to have the factor - B in the exponent.
For a given z, we control }=dist(z, P4) via establishing a Wegner
estimate in Sect. III, which essentially controls the eigenvalue spacing
probabilistically. Since we do not impose the condition that v0, the usual
way (see e.g. [CH]), which is in some sense, a direct generalization of the
original Wegner argument (see e.g. [Sp]), does not work here. That
method uses, in a crucial way, the positivity of v. This can be seen as
follows. Let P4 ($) denote the operator which corresponds to :i  :i+
$($0), i # 4$, 4$4. Then P4 ($)P4 . Let *j , *j ($) denote the eigen-
values of P4 , P4 ($). Then *j ($)*j . This increasing relation between the
eigenvalues is essentially all one needs to prove the Wegner estimate in the
case v0. But if we do not impose the condition v0, we no longer have
the above simple relation between *j and *j ($). We have the above simple
relation between *j and *j ($). We have to know the operator P4 much bet-
ter in a deterministic sense, in order to get the corresponding relations.
This is done in Sect. III, via the use of microlocal analysis.
In order to prove the Wegner estimate, we also need to have a bound on
the total number of eigenvalues in a given energy interval about z. We
obtain this z dependent bound by using an explicit formula for the trace
(see (3.1)), which was used in [W]. As a result, our Wegner estimate is
local (energy dependent) and hence a finer version of the usual Wegner
type estimate.
Combining (1.3) and the Wegner estimate (Proposition 3.1), we obtain
that (1.3) holds with ‘‘high’’ probability for some 40 . This and the Wegner
estimate are basically all we need to prove localization (see Theorem 5.2).
Since the iteration process to prove localization here is not essentially dif-
ferent from all the previous proofs (see e.g. [Kl][vDK]), we do not repeat
it here. We just state the final results in Sect. V.
Perhaps it is worth pointing out that the mechanism for localization here
is slightly different from and more subtle than the mechanism for localiza-
tion for large disorder or energies in the tail of the spectrum. There are two
competing factors. Localization is in some sense brought on by the large
magnetic field B. But on the other hand, as B increases the density of states
also increases. In fact, away from Landau levels, the typical eigenvalue
spacing is O(1B) (see Lemma 3.1). In the end, however the suppressing
effect dominates if one is away from the Landau levels and one has
localization. The localization due to large disorder or for energies in the tail
of the spectrum can be seen as brought on by smallness of the density of
states and this in turn suppresses tunneling.
To summarize, this paper, via using the Fro hlichSpencer localization
theorem, constructs a mechanism to prove absence of ‘‘quantum’’ percola-
tion from absence of ‘‘classical’’ percolation.
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II. THE WEIGHTED ESTIMATE FOR THE GREEN’S FUNCTION
The free magnetic Schro dinger operator is the following
PB, 0=\Dx1+B2 x2+
2
+\Dx2&B2 x1+
2
.
Let
p1=Dx1+
B
2
x2 ,
p2=Dx2&
B
2
x1 .
We have the commutation relation:
[ p1 , p2]=&
1
i
BI.
Put
A= p1+ip2 ,
A*= p1&ip2 ,
then [A, A*]=2B. For simplicity we now write P0 for PB, 0 , we have
P0=A*A+B.
The spectrum of A*A is [0, 2B, 4B } } } ]. If A*Aun=(2nB)un , then
A*A(A*un)=A*(A*A)un+A*[A, A*]un
=A*(2nB)un+A*(2B)un
=2(n+1) BA*un .
Let Hn=ker(A*A&2nB). Then
Hn wwww
A*
A
Hn+1
and
1
- 2(n+1)B
A*: Hn  Hn+1
is unitary.
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We need to find the orthogonal projections 6n onto Hn . We have, after
some computations, the following expression for 60: L2(R2)  H0 ,
60(x, x$)=
B
2?
ei(B4)(&(x2+x$2)(x1&x$1)+(x1+x$1)(x2&x$2)+i((x1&x$1)2+(x2&x$2)2)).
Remark that
|60(x, x$)|
B
2?
e&(B4) |x&x$|2.
If 61 is the projection onto H1 , one checks that
61=
1
- 2B
A*60
1
- 2B
A.
More generally, let 6n be the projection onto Hn (n0). One has the
following recursion formula:
6n+1=
1
- 2(n+1)B
A*6n
1
- 2(n+1)B
A. (2.1)
The 6n’s have similar decay properties as 60 .
We now consider the operator P=P0+V, where V is a C 2 function on
R2 such that |:V|C for :=1, 2. Let R(V) be the range of V. We assume
that z is such that dist(z, _(P0)+R(V))’>0. Let , # C (R2) with
|:,|C: = - B, ( |:|1) for some =>0 small enough (=const ’). We
have the following proposition in the weighted space.
Proposition 2.1. There exists C # (0, ), B0>0 such that for B
B0>0, all u # C 0 (R
2)
&e,u&L2(R2)C &e
,(P&z)u&L2(R2) .
Using the above proposition, we arrive at our main estimate of the
section:
Proposition 2.2. For all ’>0 and d>0 there exist B0>0, =>0 such
that for BB0>0, all z satisfying dist(z, _(P0)+V)’>0, the Green’s
function satisfies,
|G(z; x, x$)|Ce&= - B |x&x$|
for |x&x$|d>0.
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Remark. For z satisfying the above condition, P&z is invertible.
Moreover (P&z)&1 is an integral operator with a kernelthe Green’s
function G(z; x, x$), which is continuous away from x=x$. (See e.g., [Si],
particularly Lemma B.7.6 and Sect. B.13 in [Si].)
Proof of Proposition 2.2. From Proposition 2.1, e,(P&z) e&, is inver-
tible in L2(R2). Hence via utilising results on Schro dinger semi-group to
bound various norms (see e.g., [Si]), we have
|(e,(P&z) e&,)&1 (x, x$)|=|(e,(P&z)&1 e&,)(x, x$)|
=|e,(x)&,(x$)(P&z)&1 (x, x$)|
C
for |x&x$|d>0. Comparing the last two lines, we obtain the proposi-
tion.
To prove Proposition 2.1, we need the following basic estimates
Lemma 2.1. Let 6n be the projector corresponding to the nth Landau
level, and & &2, 2 the operator norm form L2(R2) to L2(R2). Then there exist
B0>0 and Cn>0, such that for BB0>0
&e,[6n , V] e&,&2,2Cn- B
&[6n , e,] e&,&2, 2Cn=
(2.2)
&pj [6n , e,] e&,&2,2Cn= - B ( j=1, 2)
&p2j [6n , e,] e&,&2, 2Cn=B ( j=1, 2).
To prove the above lemma, we need the following well known bound for
the norm of an operator which has a kernel (see e.g., [Ka]).
Lemma 2.2. Let E/Rd, F/Rd, T a bounded operator from L p(E) to
L p(F ), with kernel t(x, y):
(Tu)(x)=|
E
t(x, y) u( y) dy.
Assume
|
E
|t(x, y)| dyM$ x # F
|
F
|t(x, y)| dxM" y # E,
then the operator norm of T verifies &T&p, pM$(1&1p)M"1pmax(M$, M").
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Proof of Lemma 2.1. We first prove the estimates for n=0. Let 6=60 .
Let X1=- (B2) x1 , X2=- (B2) x2 . Then the first two estimates are
straightforward consequences of Lemma 2.2 and the Gaussian decay
property of the kernel 6. To obtain the third estimate, we write
pj [6, e,] e&,= pj6& pje,6e&,
= pj6&e,( pj6) e&,&[ pj , e,] e&,e,6e&,.
&[ pj , e,] e&,e,6e&,&&[ pj , e,] e&,& &e,6e&,&
{C$ &Dx,& ( j=1)C$ &Dy,& ( j=2)
O(= - B). (2.3)
Let 6$ and ,$ be 6 and , respectively, expressed in the new coordinates
(X, Y). Let
p$1=DX1+X2 ,
p$2=DX2&X1 .
Then pj=- (B2) pj$ and
&pj6&e,( pj 6) e&,&=- (B2) &pj$6$&e,$( pj$6$) e&,$&
O(= - B) (2.4)
by Lemma 2.2. Combining (2.3) and (2.4), we get the third estimate.
Clearly, the fourth estimate can be obtained in exactly the same way with
p2j replacing pj and hence the factor B instead of - B.
In order to prove the estimates for n>0, we need to obtain the kernels
of 6n (n>0). We first look at the case n=1. Making the change of
variables Z=X1+iX2 , Z =X1&iX2 , we have that
60(Z, Z$)=
B
2?
e&12(|Z|2+|Z$|2&2ZZ $)
A= &i - (B2) \ Z +Z+
A*=i - (B2) \ Z+Z + .
Hence upon using the recursion formula (2.1), we obtain
61(Z, Z$)=CB(Z +Z $)(Z+Z$) e&12( |Z|
2+|Z$|2&2ZZ $)
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where C is such that 6 21=61 . It is now rather explicit that 61 has similar
decay property as 60 and that the same arguments can be used to prove
the estimates (2.2) for 61 . Likewise, we prove (2.2) for 6n (n>1).
We are now ready to prove Proposition 2.1.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Assume z is closest to the nth Landau level.
Let 6=6n . We consider first
&6e,(P&z)u&&e,6(P&z)u&&&[6, e,](P&z)u&
&e,(P&z) 6u&&&e,[6, V]u&&&[6, e,] e&,e,(P&z)u&
=&e,((2n+1)B+V&z) 6u&&&e,[6, V] e&,e,u&
&&[6, e,] e&,e,(P&z)u&.
From the assumption on z and Lemma 2.1, we have
&e,6u&C$ &e,((2n+1)B+V&z) 6u&
C$ &6e,(P&z)u&+(C$- B) &e,u&+C$= &e,(P&z)u&,
giving
&6e,u&C$ &6e,(P&z)u&+C$(=+1- B) &e,u&+C$= &e,(P&z)u&.
(2.5)
Similarly, we look at
&(1&6) e,(P&z)u&&e,(P&z)(1&6)u&
&&e,[6, V]u&&&[6, e,](P&z)u&,
giving
&e,(P&z)(1&6)u&&(1&6) e,(P&z)u&
+(C"- B) &e,u&+C"= &e,(P&z)u&.
Here we need to estimate the LHS from below
&e,(P&z)(1&6)u&
=&e,(P&z) e&,e,(1&6)u&
&e,(P&z) e&,(1&6) e,u&&&e,(P&z) e&,([6, e,] e&,) e,u&.
(2.6)
Since
e,(P&z) e&,=(P&z)+O(= - B) p1+O(= - B) p2+O(= - B)
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and for v=(1&6)v we have the a priori estimate
O(1) &(P&z)v&- B &p1 v&+- B &p2 v&+B &v&,
the first term of the RHS of (2.6) can be bounded from below by (2.7)
&(P&z)(1&6) e,u&&O(= - B) :
2
j=1
&pj (1&6) e,u&
&O(= - B) &(1&6) e,u&
(BC) &(1&6) e,u&+(- BC) :
2
j=1
&pj (1&6) e,u&.
Using Lemma 2.1 to bound the second term of the RHS of (2.6), we have
&e,(P&z) e&,([6, e,] e&,) e,u&=O(=B) &e,u&. (2.8)
Using (2.7) and (2.8) in (2.6), we get
(BC) &(1&6) e,u&+(- BC) :
2
j=1
&pj (1&6) e,u&
&e,(P&z)(1&6)u&+O(=B) &e,u&
&(1&6) e,(P&z)u&+O(=B+(1- B)) &e,u&+O(=) &e,(P&z)u&,
which we divide by BC,
&(1&6) e,u&+(1- B) :
2
j=1
&pj (1&6) e,u&
O(1B) &(1&6) e,(P&z)u&+O(=+B&32) &e,u&
+O(=B) &e,(P&z)u&.
Combining (2.5) and (2.9), we obtain the proposition.
III. MICROLOCALIZATION AND THE WEGNER ESTIMATE
For simplicity of exposition, we assume that the probability density g is
Lipschitz continuous. For clarity, we only state the estimate for the ranges
of energies that are of concern in this paper and not for the most general
case. As we will need the Wegner estimates for slightly more general
random potentials, we let V4=i # 4 :ivi , where vi # C

0 (B(i, r)), 0<r
r0<1 and |nvi |C (n) uniformly in i. Note that the vi are not necessarily
12 WEI-MIN WANG
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translates of each other. However we still have that :i are independently
identically distributed. Let P4=P0+V4 . We have
Proposition 3.1. (the Wegner Estimate). For all z, write z=(2n+1)B+E,
with |E|B. Assume E{0. Then there exist B0>0, }0>0 (}0const |E| )
and Cn>0 such that for BB0>0, and } # (0, }0),
P(dist(z, _(P4))})CnB} |4| 2|E|.
where |4| is the volume of 4 and Cn only depends on n.
To prove the above proposition, we need the following
Lemma 3.1. Let C be a constant. For all z, write z=(2n+1)B+E, with
|E|B. Assume E{0. Then there exist Cn>0, B0>0, such that for
BB0>0,
n~ (z)Cn |4|
where n~ (z) is the number of eigenvalues in the interval (z&C B, z+C B).
Proof. We use the reduction in [W]. Assume |E|=O(1). From
[HS][W], there exists E |, n&+(E) a pseudo-differential operator on L
2(R),
such that
z # _(P|B, V) iff 0 # _(E
|,n
&+).
(For simplicity, we now drop the superscript |, n.) Let h=1B. Then
hE&+(E) is in class S 0, i.e.,
h |:x 
;
! E&+|C
:,;
(where we have used the same letter for the symbol). Moreover hE&+(E)
is analytic in E. For h small enough, E&+ admits an asymptotic expansion.
The principle symbol is V(x, !)&E, i.e.,
E&+(x, !)=V(x, !)&E+O(h).
(In this section x is in R. Note also that we have made a slight change of
definition: E&+h  E&+ in this paper.)
Let f be a C 0 function such that supp f =(E&2C B, E+2C B) and
f =1 on (E&C B, E+C B). Let f be the function such that f (t)=
f (t&(2n+1)B). Denoting by (E&+)&1 the symbol of the inverse of
E&+(x, hDx , E), we have, from [W]
n~ (z)Tr f (P|B, v)
= &
1
4?ih | w f (w) wE&+>h(E&+)
&1 (x, !; w) dx d! dw 7 dw (3.1)
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where f is an almost analytic extension of f such that |w f (w)|
CNh&N |Im w| N for all N>0. Let E &+ correspond to the reduced operator
of PB, 0 . Then (E &+)=z&(2n+1)B=E. By resolvent equation, we have
(E&+)&1=(E &+)&1+(E &+)&1 >h(E&+&E &+) >h(E&+)&1
where
|:x
;
!(E&+&E &+)(x, !)|
C (:, ;)N h
N
(dist((x, !), 4))N
for (x, !) such that dist((x, !), 4)1 (see e.g., [HS]). Since
&E&1&+&
1
|Im w|
,
we have, using Beals’ lemma [Bea] as stated in [Sj],
|:x 
;
! E
&1
&+|C:, ; max \1, \ h|Im w|+
3
+ |Im w| &1&:&;.
We also recall that E&+ is analytic in w and that
|:x
;
!(wE&+)|C:,; .
To estimate the integral in (3.1), we need to estimate the following
composition of symbols (writing X=(x, !)),
wE&+>h(E&+&E &+) >h(E&+)&1 (X)
=
1
(2?h)4 | e
iQ(Y)hE(X, Y) dY
where Y=(Y1 , Y2 , Y3 , Y4), Yi=( yi , ’i), dY=>i dyi d’i ,
E(X, Y)=wE&+(X&Y1)
_E &1&+(X&Y2)(E&+&E &+)(X&Y3) E
&1
&+(X&Y4)
Q(Y)=_(Y1 , Y2)+_(Y2 , Y3)+_(Y3 , Y4)+_(Y1 , Y4)
+_(Y4 , Y2)+_(Y3 , Y1)
and _ is the canonical symplectic form:
_(Yi , Yj)= yj’i& yi’j .
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Note that Q(Y) is a non-degenerate quadratic form. Let
Lt(Y, DY)=(#Y+(1&#Y) &{Q(Y)&2)&1 (#Y+(1&#Y) {Q(Y) DY)
where #Y is a C 0 function: #Y=1 for &Y&1&;, #Y=0 for &Y&1,
(0<;<1). Noting that Q(Y)h=Q(h&12Y), we see that
Lt
i
(h&12Y, h12DY) eiQ(Y)h=eiQ(Y)h.
It is easy to see that L can be written in the following form,
L=a0(h&12Y)+ :
8
i=1
ai (h&12Y) h12DYi (3.2)
with
|:a0|C(&Y&+1)&2&|:|
(3.3)
|:aj |C(&Y&+1)&1&|:| ( j{0).
We hence obtain that
LN= :
|;|N
aN; (h
&12Y)(h12DY); (3.4)
with
|:aN; (Y)|C(&Y&+1)
&2N+|;|&|:|. (3.5)
Performing integration by parts M+9 times, we have
| eiQ(Y)hE(X, Y) dY=| eiQ(Y)hLM+9E(X, Y) dY.
Using (3.2)(3.5) and separate the region of integration into the regions where
|( y3 , ’3)|> 12 dist((x, !), 4) or |( y3 , ’3)|
1
2 dist((x, !), 4).
We obtain that
|wE&+>h(E &+)&1 >h(E&+&E &+) >h(E&+)&1 (x, !)|

CN, MhN
( |Im z| 2+’2)12 dist((x, !), 4)min(M,N) |Im z|M+10
max \1, \ h|Im z|+
3
+
(3.6)
for (x, !) such that dist((x, !), 4)1. (For more details, see [W] for a
very similar computation.)
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Let d=dist((x, !), 4). We compute Tr f :
Tr f (P|B, v)
=&
1
4?ih | w f (w) wE&+>h(E&+)
&1 (x, !; w) dx d! dw 7 dw
=&
1
4?ih \|d<1, |Im z|>h w f (w) wE&+>h(E&+)&1 (x, !; w)
dx d! dw 7dw
+|
d<1, |Im z|h
w f (w) wE&+>h(E&+)&1 (x, !; w)
dx d! dw 7dw
+| w f (w) wE&+>h(E &+)&1 (x, !; w) dx d! dw 7 dw
+|
d1, |Im z|>h2
w f (w) wE&+>h(E &+)&1
>h(E&+&E &+) >h(E&+)&1 (x, !; w) dx d! dw 7 dw
+|
d1, |Im z|h2
w f (w) wE&+>h(E &+)&1
>h(E&+&E &+) >h(E&+)&1 (x, !; w)+ dx d! dw 7 dw
=&
1
4?ih
(I1+I2+I3+I4+I5)
To estimate I1 , we note that to O(h), wE&+=1. Hence
|wE&+>h(E&+)&1 (x, !; w)|C max \1, \ h|Im z|+
3
+ |Im z|&1
C |Im z|&1.
So
|I1||
d<1, |Im z|>h
|w f (w)| |Im z| &1 dx d! dw 7 dw
C |4|
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where we have taken N$=0 in the bound for |w f (w)| and used the fact
that the support of f is contained in an area of O(h). Similarly, we obtain
|I2|C |4|. I3 gives zero, since wE&+>h(E &+)&1 is analytic in w. To
estimate I4 , we use (3.6). By taking 2<M<(N&23)2, we obtain |I4|
Cnhn|E| for all n. By a similar procedure, we have |I4|Cn hn|E| for all
n. Combining the bounds on these five integrals, we obtain the lemma.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. From [HS] (also [W]) we see that z # _(P4)
if and only if 0 # _(E&+(E)). So we only need to prove the Wegner
estimate for the reduced operator E&+
E&+(:, E)=3(:)+S(:, E)&E
where 3(:) is a linear operator which has linear dependence on the
parameter :=(:i) i # 4 , S(:, z)=O(h). It is clear that the study of the eigen-
value problem
[3(:)+S(:, Ee%)],=Ee%, (%>0)
is equivalent to the study of
[3(:e&%)+e&%S(:, Ee%)],=E,,
where we used the linear dependence on : of 3(:):
e&%3(:)=3(:e&%).
Similarly, the study of
[3(:)+S(:, Ee&%)]=Ee&% (%>0)
is equivalent to the study of
[3(:e%)+e%S(:, Ee&%)]=E.
For definiteness, we now assume E>0. The other case can be treated
similarly. Let N(E, :), N+(E, :, %) and N&(E, :, %) be the numbers of
eigenvalues greater than or equal to E for the operators E&+=3(:)+
S(:, E), A=3(:e&%)+e&%S(:, Ee%) and B=3(:e%)+e%S(:, Ee&%) respec-
tively. Let
A$=3(:e&%)+S(:e&%, E)
B$=3(:e%)+S(:e%, E).
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Using the fact that S is differentiable in : and E [HS] [W], we have that
&A&A$&=%O(h)
&B&B$&=%O(h).
for % in some bounded interval. Hence
N&(E, :, %)&N+(E, :, %)N(E, :e&2%)&N(E, :e2%).
for h small enough. Let }=Ee%&E&E%, G(:)=>i # 4 g(:i) and d:=
>i # 4 d:i , we then get the following evaluation for the probability
P(dist(z, _(P4))})
|
4
[N(Ee&%, :)&N(Ee%, :)] G(:) d:
=|
4
[N&(E, :, %)&N+(E, :, %)] G(:) d:
|
4
[N(E, :e2%)&N(E, :e&2%)] G(:) d:
=|
4
N(E, :) _‘i e
&2%g(:i e&2%)&‘
i
e2%g(:ie2%)& d:
|N(E, :)| |
4 }‘i e
&2%g(:i e&2%)&‘
i
e2%g(:ie2%)} d:
CB} |4| 2|E|
where we used the lemma to bound |N(E, :)| and the Lipschitz
continuity of g.
IV. SITE PERCOLATION AND THE INITIAL ESTIMATE
The Mapping to a Site Percolation Problem
We assume that supp v/B(0, r) with rr0<1. Without loss of
generality, we may also assume that &1v1. Let L=(Z2, E), where E
consists of all pairs of the form ((i, j ), (i $, j $)), such that &(i, j )&
(i $, j $)&l=1. As mentioned earlier, L is a graph. For each site (vertex)
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A # L, there is associated with it the random variable :A with the probabil-
ity distribution density g. For clarity of exposition, we assume that
|
:0
g(:) d:=12.
(Clearly, any other g can be treated in a similar fashion.)
For all z # R, write z=(2n+1)B+E with |E|B. We define a corre-
sponding independent site percolation problem. Let A # L, define VA=
:A vA . For all E, let 0$|E|. We declare site A open at E with precision
$ if there exists x # R2 such that |VA(x)&(E2)|$2 and closed otherwise.
Let &1vmin0 and 0<vmax1 such that vminvvmax . Hence the
probability p(E) that site A is open is equal to
1&|
|(E&$)2vmax|
&|(E&$)2vmin|
g(:A) d:A for E0
and
1&|
|( |E|&$)2vmin|
&|( |E|&$)2vmax|
g(:A) d:A for E0.
The open clusters C of this site percolation model are the connected com-
ponents of the subgraph of the graph L induced by the set of open sites.
The size |C| of cluster C is defined to be the number of sites contained
in C.
Let CA be the open cluster containing the site A. (If site A is closed, then
|CA|=0.) It is well known from percolation theory (see e.g., [Gr]) that
there exists pc such that for p< pc ,
p( |CA|>l )Ce&ll0( p) (4.1)
for some l0( p) (chosen to be as small as possible). This l0( p) is called the
characteristic size of a cluster. pc is the critical probability beyond which
there exists almost surely an infinite cluster. (Note that l0( p)   as
p  p&c .) From standard increasing function argument used in percolation
theory ([Ai]) and the fact that pc=0.5 for triangular lattice site percola-
tion. (This is because the triangular lattice site percolation is equivalent to
the square lattice bond percolation and that pc=0.5 for the latter (see e.g.,
[Gr]).), we have that pc<0.5 for our site percolation on L. Define E\c to
be the energies such that
|
|Ec
+2vmax|
&|Ec
+2vmin|
g(:A) d:A=|
|Ec
&2vmin|
&|Ec
&2vmax|
g(:A) d:A=1& pc (4.2)
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then E+c >0 and E
&
c <0. We assume that E
+
c <Vmax and E
&
c >Vmin .
(Otherwise E\c  _(P
|
B,V)). Recall from Section I that VminVVmax .)
This leads to the following conditions on g:
|
|Vmax 2vmax|
&|Vmax 2vmin
g(:A) d:As>1& pc ,
(4.3)
|
|Vmin2vmin|
&|Vmin 2vmax
g(:A) d:As>1& pc .
Remark. Alternatively, we can impose a condition on v instead of on g.
In order to treat more general g or v, it probably is necessary to use more
elaborate (dependent) percolation problems.
For all E0 in (0, E0), let $=E02>0. (Recall from Section I that
E0=min(Vmax&E+c , E
&
c &Vmin).) From (4.1), for all E such that
dist(E, [E&c , E
+
c ])E0>0, there exists l0(E, E0) such that
p( |C0|L)1&Ce&Ll0(E) (4.4)
where C0 is the open cluster that contains the origin. Define 4=
[A # L | |A|L]. Assume C0{<. From the definition of an open
(closed) site, (4.4) implies that with probability 1&Ce&Ll0, there exists
S/4 consisting solely of closed sites such that Z2"S consists of two
disconnected sets: I, (inside of S) and O (outside of S). More precisely,
let LS be the subgraph of L induced by the set Z
2"S, then
I=[A | A # 4"S, A is connected to (0, 0) in LS]
and
O=4"[S _ I].
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Define L$=(Z2, E$), where E$ consists of all pairs of the form ((i, j ),
(i, j\1)), ((i, j ), (i\1, j )). Let G be the subgraph in L$ induced by S.
Then it is easy to see that G is connected. If C0=<, then G=(0, 0). Let #E
be the energy curve V=E. From the definition of an open (closed) site and
the geometrytopology of the support of vi , it is easy to see that there exists
c such that for all x # R2 with dist(x, G)c, |V(x)&E|$>0, i.e., there
exists k>0 such that dist(x, #E)>k.
Let P4=P0+V4 , where V4=i # 4 :ivi . We abuse the notation and let
4 also denote the corresponding region (the square of length 2L centered
at the origin) in R2. From the above observation relating closedness of a
site and the distance to the energy curve, we arrive at the following:
Lemma 4.1. For all E with dist(E, [E&c , E
+
c ])E0>0, let C0 be the
open cluster containing (0, 0) in L. Assume |C0|<L. Let 4 be the square of
length 2L centered at (0, 0). Then there exists a smooth Jordan curve J/4,
such that C0/bounded connected component of R2"J. Moreover, there
exists 1 $/4, a tube domain 1 $ around J of width 3d>0, such that for all
x # 1 $, |V(x)&E|$>0.
Remark. The Jordan tube 1 $ is precisely the classically forbidden
region: for all x # 1 $, |V(x)&E|$>0. Note that if the origin is closed,
then both J and 1 $ are inside the unit square centered at the origin. Note
also that l0(E) increases as E  E\c . Hence the distance of 1 $ to the origin
increases as E  E\c . This can be taken as a sign of delocalization.
The Initial Estimate for the Green’s Function
Let G4 be the Green’s function corresponding to P4 , taking into account
the above lemma, we have:
Proposition 4.1. For all E0 in (0, E0), there exist =$>0, d>0, 0
l0<, B0>0, such that for BB0>0, any z (written as z=(2n+1)B+
E( |E|B)) with dist(E, [E&c , E
+
c ])E0 and all x, y with |x| 12 and
| y|L,
|G4(x, y; z)|Ce&=$ - B (d+dist( y, 4))
with probability at least 1&C(e&Ll0+|4| 2B), where C is independent of B.
Remark. Heuristically, G4(x, y; E) decays with high probability
because in order to reach y from x one has to cross classically forbidden
regions with high probability. We will only be using the above estimate for
some 4=40 . Hence B can always be chosen large enough so that
|40| 2B1|40| p for some p>0 enabling us to apply Theorem 5.2 (see
Sect. V).
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Proof of Proposition 4.1. Let 1/1 $ be a tube of width d around J.
Let 11 (12) be the outer (inner) boundary of 1. Let 11(12) be the
unbounded (bounded) connected component of R2"(11 _ 1 _ 12). Let
1 $1 (1 $2), 1 $1 (1 $2) be defined in a similar fashion as their unprimed coun-
terparts. Let i=1, 2. We define two C 0 characteristic functions:
/i=1 x # R2"1i
=0 x # 1 i$.
Let
V1=V4/1 ,
V2=V1 /2 ,
Pi=P0+Vi ,
and Gi the corresponding Green’s function. Iterating the resolvent equation
twice, we have
G4(x, y; z)=G1(x, y; z)+| G1(x, w)[V4(1&/1)](w) G4(w, y) dw
=G1(x, y; z)+| G2(x, w)[V4(1&/1)](w) G4(w, y) dx
+|| G1(x, w$)[V4 /1(1&/2)](w$)
_G2(w$, w)[V4(1&/1)] G4(w, y) dw$ dw.
Now by construction |V2&E||E|>0, |x&w|d, |w&w$|d (by using
the locations of the supports of /1 , /2), we have from Proposition 2.1:
|G2(x, w)|Ce&= - B d
(4.6)
|G2(w, w$)| Ce&= - B d.
for some =>0. By (4.4), this holds with probability at least 1&Ce&Ll0.
From Proposition 3.1 (the Wegner estimate)
P(dist(z, _(P1))})CB} |4| 2|E|.
Taking }=1B2, we have that
P(&G1&B2)1&C$ |4| 2B.
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Hence by standard arguments (see e.g., [Si]), one has the bound
|G1(u, x; z)|CB2(1+|log |u&x| | ) e&b |u&x|B
2
(4.7)
for some b>0 with probability at least 1&C$ |4| 2B. Similarly, one
obtains the upper bound for G4(w, y; z).
To estimate G1 , we write
G1(x, y; z)=G0(x, y; z)+| G0( y, u; z)[V4/1](u) G1(u, x; z) du.
Since | y&u|d, we have
|G0( y, u; z)|Ce&= - B d.
Hence combining with the estimate (4.7), we have
|G1(x, y; z)|CB7e&= - B (d+dist( y, 4)) (4.8)
for x and y such that |x|12 and | y|L with probability at least
1&C(e&Ll0+|4| 2B). Using (4.6)(4.8) to estimate (4.5), we obtain that
for any =$ in (0, =), there exists B0>0, such that for BB0>0, the proposi-
tion holds.
V. LOCALIZATION A LA FRO HLICH-SPENCER
Let g satisfy (4.3) and VminVVmax. Then E0=min(Vmax&E+c , E
&
c &
Vmin)>0. Let 0<E0<E0 . Define In to be the interval In=(Vmin , E&c &E0)
_ (E+c +E0 , Vmax)+(2n+1)B. Our main result is
Theorem 5.1. For all n, all E0 in (0, E0), there exist a>0, B0>0, such
that for BB0>0, the spectrum of P|B,V in In is almost surely pure point.
Moreover, if  is an eigenfunction associated with the eigenvalue z in In , then
there exists C>0, such that for all x in R2,
|(x)|Ce&a - B |x|
almost surely.
We use the Fro hlichSpencer [FS] mechanism as presented in [vDK]
to prove the above theorem. As usual, we use the resolvent expansion to
achieve our goals. Our case is slightly different from that of [FS] and
[vDK], in that the operator P|B, V operates on the continum instead of on
a lattice. However, using the underlying lattice structure, we can write our
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resolvent equation in a way that it resembles the resolvent equation on
l 2(Z2). To that end, for a # Z2, let
/a(x)=1 &x&a&l 12
0 otherwise
be the characteristic function of the square sa of length 1 centered at a, we
define |G|4 (z; a, b)=&/aG4(z) /b&L2(R2) for a, b # Z
2. Let 4$#4, V4, 4$=
V4&V4$ , then we have from the resolvent equation
G4$(z; a, b)=G4(z; a, b)+|
x # 4$"4
G4(z; a, x) V4, 4$(x) G4$(z; x, b) dx,
whence we deduce the following inequality
|G|4$ (z; a, b)|G|4 (z; a, b)
+ :
c # Z2 & (4$"4)
|G|4 (z; a, c) |V|4, 4$(c) |G| 4$ (z; c, b), (5.1)
where |V|4, 4$ (c)=supx # sc |V4,4$(x)|. We see that the only difference
between (5.1) and similar resolvent equations in [FS][vDK] lies in that
we need to sum over all lattice points in 4$"4 and not just those in 4.
Due to the rapid decay of G4 (see Proposition 4.1), this is a very small
modification. This is indeed the case and has already been studied in [Kl].
We thus state (without giving proofs) the general localization results which
we need to prove Theorem 5.1. We first define a few notions.
Definition. Let z # R, x, y # Z2 and 4l (x) be a square centered at x of
length 2l>0, then 4l (x) is (z, m) regular if z  _(P4l (x)) and
:
&y&x&l l2
|G|4l (x) (z; x, y) e
m | y&x|<1.
Definition. Let z # R. z is a generalized eigenvalue of P if there exists a gen-
eralized eigenfunction, i.e., a polynomially bounded solution to the equation
(P&z)=0.
Theorem 5.2. Let I be an interval in R. Let d be the spatial dimension.
Suppose that for some L0>0 we have for all z # I
(L1) Prob[4L0(0) is (z, m0) regular]1&1(L0)
p for some p>d,
m0>0;
(L2) Prob[dist(z, _(P4L(0))<e
&L;]1Lq for some ; # (0, 1), all
LL0 and q>4p+6d.
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Then, given m # (0, m0), there exists D< such that if L0>D, and if 
is a generalized eigenfunction of P associated to z # I, one has almost surely
lim sup
|x|  
log |(x)|
|x|
&m.
The above theorem is one version of the celebrated Fro hlichSpencer
localization theorem. Although the proof has been simplified and rewritten
many times, the philosophy of the proof has remained unchanged. It relies
on a multiscale analysis (an induction process), whose technical aspect can
be summarized below.
Lemma 5.1. Let I be an interval in R. Let d be the spatial dimension.
Suppose that for some L0>0 we have for all z # I
(I1) Prob[Either 4L0(x) or 4L0( y) is (z, m0) regular]1&1(L0)
2p for
some p>d, M0>0 and any x, y # Zd with &x& y&l>L0 .
(I2) Prob[dist(z, _(P4L(0))<e
&L;]1Lq for some ; # (0, 1), all
LL0 and q>4p+6d.
Then there exists : # (1, 2), such that if we define Lk+1=L:k (k=0,
1, 2, ...), then given m # (0, m0), there exists D$< such that if L0>D$, we
have for any k=0, 1, 2, ... .
Prob[Either 4Lk(x) or 4Lk( y) is (z, m) regular]1&1(Lk)
2p
for any x, y # Zd with &x& y&l >Lk .
The above lemma proves the induction process employed in the proof of
the localization theoremit ‘‘translates’’ and preserves the information that
we have at one scale to another (larger) scale. Using the above lemma, it
is rather straightforward to prove Theorem 5.2 [vDK].
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Combining Proposition 3.1 and 4.1, we see that
(L1) is satisfied for z # In , if B>L4+ p0 for some L0 in (l0 , ). (L2) is
satisfied for z # In by using Proposition 3.1. Hence by Theorem 5.2, there
exists a>0 such that if  is a generalized eigenfunction of P corresponding
to z # In , then almost surely
lim sup
|x|  
log |(x)|
|x|
&a - B. (5.2)
On the other hand, we know that with probability 1 almost every energy
in the spectrum of P is a generalized eigenvalue. (This follows from the
analogue in the magnetic case of Theorem B 6.4 in [Si]. Let w=
(1+x2)$2, where $ is real. Let L2$=[ f | (1+x
2)$2 f # L2]. Let P$ denote
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the generator of the semigroup e&tP$ on L2$ . Then the spectrum of P$ is
independent of $, which follows from the analogue in the magnetic case of
Lemma B 6.10 of [Si] and analyticity arguments [CT].) Hence the proof
of the theorem is complete upon using (5.2).
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